EPISODE FIVE: CHINESE DIVINATION MOON BLOCKS

Divination Cheat Sheet

This handout supplements Tinkering Bell Episode #5 on Chinese moon block divination, or 筊杯
(Jiao Bei). Your Divination Cheat Sheet is a quick reference guide for the meaning of each
divinatory result from your moon blocks. Alternatively, if you opt to use clam shells or tortoise
shells instead, an interpretation guide is provided for both as well.
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Moon Blocks
Double Yin
When both curved sides of the crescent blocks are
upward, the result is “double yin.” Both blocks are
showing a yin result.
Double yin means no, an answer in the negative, or
an indication that a wrong turn or misstep has led
you away for your goal. A corrective action is
needed.
Yin and Yang
When one crescent block is curved side up and the
other is flat side up, the result is a balanced yin and
yang, where the binary of yin and yang are in
balance. This is positive.
The answer here is yes, in the affirmative, and the
matter will be successful.

Double Yang
When both flat sides of the crescent blocks are
upward, the result is “double yang,” also called the
“laughing gods.” Both blocks show a yang result.
Double yang means the deity or spirit consulted is
withholding the answer at this time. You’re on the
right path, but more effort is needed for there to be
success. Spirit presence is strong, but no answer is
being given.
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Clam Shells
Double Yin
When both curved sides of the clam shells are upward, the
result is “double yin.” Both shells are showing a yin result.
Double yin means no, an answer in the negative, or an
indication that a wrong turn or misstep has led you away
for your goal. A corrective action is needed.

Yin and Yang
When one clam shell is curved side up and the other is
concave interior side up, the result is a balanced yin and
yang, where the binary of yin and yang are in balance. This
is positive.
The answer here is yes, in the affirmative, and the matter
will be successful.

Double Yang
When both concave interior sides of the clam shells are
upward, the result is “double yang,” also called the
“laughing gods.” Both blocks show a yang result.
Double yang means the deity or spirit consulted is
withholding the answer at this time. You’re on the right
path, but more effort is needed for there to be success.
Spirit presence is strong, but no answer is being given.
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Tortoise Shells
Double Yin
When both curved sides of the tortoise
shells are upward, the result is “double
yin.” Both shells are showing a yin result.
Double yin means no, an answer in the
negative, or an indication that a wrong
turn or misstep has led you away for your
goal. A corrective action is needed.
Yin and Yang
When one shell is curved side up and the
other is flat, belly side up, the result is a
balanced yin and yang, where the binary
of yin and yang are in balance. This is
positive.
The answer here is yes, in the affirmative,
and the matter will be successful.
Double Yang
When both flat sides of belly are upward,
the result is “double yang,” also called the
“laughing gods.” Both tortoise shells
show a yang result.
Double yang means the deity or spirit
consulted is withholding the answer at this
time. You’re on the right path, but more
effort is needed for there to be success.
Spirit presence is strong, but no answer is
being given.
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